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I. Introduction 
Phishing is a cyber attack that aims at gathering sensitive personal information such as financial 

account login credentials, credit card details, social security number, etc. through human interaction 
and persuasion and is thus known as a type of social engineering attack. The most common and 
widely used media of carrying out phishing attacks are via the internet using emails, web URLs 
(universal resource locator), instant messengers or web forums. In these instances, an attack could be 
implemented in various ways. For example, a fake URL may be provided that opens a phishing 
webpage that looks identical to the original webpage. This cloned webpage belongs to the phisher 
(attacker) and usually requests the user for login details or other sensitive credentials, which if 
provided go directly to the attacker. These pieces of information can then be used by the attacker for 
various malicious purposes such as transferring funds from bank accounts, taking out loans, taking 
over control of email accounts, etc. Other times, a link or attachment could be sent that downloads 
and installs a keylogger or a malware on the user’s computer that stealthily collects information and 
transfers them to the attacker. 

Other media of phishing attacks are via phone calls known as vishing while those done through 
text messages are known as smishing. Smishing is carried out by sending fake or malicious links 
embedded in SMSs (short messaging system) similar to normal phishing scams. In vishing, the 
scammer places a voice call to the victim impersonating a personnel from an authentic organization 
e.g. a bank or IT organisation, persuading the victim of an imminent problem that the scammer is 
willing to help in solving. Depending on the purpose of the particular vishing, the scammer could 
either convince the victim to divulge sensitive information or carry out certain tasks on the computer 
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that hand over total control to the attacker. The success of any of the phishing attacks above is 
highly dependent on the power of persuasion of the attacker. 

Phishing attacks are further classified into (mass) phishing, clone phishing, spear phishing and 
whaling. The most common type of phishing exploits seen every day are of the mass phishing 
nature. They are not directed to anyone in particular but are usually sent in random and in bulk. 
Mass phishing attacks are usually successful and popular because the attackers do not need to 
perform any background research on the recipients unlike in spear phishing or whaling. Also, the 
attacks exploit the most commonly used services by people e.g. PayPal, Amazon, banks, etc. with 
the hope that the victim may be a subscriber of such a service. Clone phishing attacks make use of 
previously used or sent authentic mails from known companies or individuals that have been cloned 
but changed to contain malicious links or attachments. The sender’s address is spoofed in any of 
these cloned mails to look as if the mail has actually been sent by the original sender thereby 
deceiving the receiver into believing that such a mail is authentic. Spear phishing is a phishing attack 
that is directed to an individual or a group of individuals. It appears to come from a trusted source to 
the victim e.g. from a fellow colleague, IT technician, etc. The targets of spear phishing are usually 
financial gains, trade secrets, data and identity thefts, etc. Whaling is a type of spear phishing attack 
where attacks are directed to personnel in powerful and topmost positions who are lured into 
opening emails and links that appear to be of great importance e.g. legal subpoenas, management 
issues and customer complaints. Successful whaling attacks usually incur the greatest losses. 

Phishing is a cyber attack that aims at gathering sensitive personal information such as financial 
account login credentials, credit card details, social security number, etc. through human interaction 
and persuasion and is thus known as a type of social engineering attack. The most common and 
widely used media of carrying out phishing attacks are via the internet using emails, web URLs 
(universal resource locator), instant messengers or web forums. In these instances, an attack could be 
implemented in various ways. For example, a fake URL may be provided that opens a phishing 
webpage that looks identical to the original webpage. This cloned webpage belongs to the phisher 
(attacker) and usually requests the user for login details or other sensitive credentials, which if 
provided go directly to the attacker. These pieces of information can then be used by the attacker for 
various malicious purposes such as transferring funds from bank accounts, taking out loans, taking 
over control of email accounts, etc. Other times, a link or attachment could be sent that downloads 
and installs a keylogger or a malware on the user’s computer that stealthily collects information and 
transfers them to the attacker. 

Other media of phishing attacks are via phone calls known as vishing while those done through 
text messages are known as smishing. Smishing is carried out by sending fake or malicious links 
embedded in SMSs (short messaging system) similar to normal phishing scams. In vishing, the 
scammer places a voice call to the victim impersonating a personnel from an authentic organization 
e.g. a bank or IT organisation, persuading the victim of an imminent problem that the scammer is 
willing to help in solving. Depending on the purpose of the particular vishing, the scammer could 
either convince the victim to divulge sensitive information or carry out certain tasks on the computer 
that hand over total control to the attacker. The success of any of the phishing attacks above is 
highly dependent on the power of persuasion of the attacker. 

Phishing attacks are further classified into (mass) phishing, clone phishing, spear phishing and 
whaling. The most common type of phishing exploits seen every day are of the mass phishing 
nature. They are not directed to anyone in particular but are usually sent in random and in bulk. 
Mass phishing attacks are usually successful and popular because the attackers do not need to 
perform any background research on the recipients unlike in spear phishing or whaling. Also, the 
attacks exploit the most commonly used services by people e.g. PayPal, Amazon, banks, etc. with 
the hope that the victim may be a subscriber of such a service. Clone phishing attacks make use of 
previously used or sent authentic mails from known companies or individuals that have been cloned 
but changed to contain malicious links or attachments. The sender’s address is spoofed in any of 
these cloned mails to look as if the mail has actually been sent by the original sender thereby 
deceiving the receiver into believing that such a mail is authentic. Spear phishing is a phishing attack 
that is directed to an individual or a group of individuals. It appears to come from a trusted source to 
the victim e.g. from a fellow colleague, IT technician, etc. The targets of spear phishing are usually 
financial gains, trade secrets, data and identity thefts, etc. Whaling is a type of spear phishing attack 
where attacks are directed to personnel in powerful and topmost positions who are lured into 
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opening emails and links that appear to be of great importance e.g. legal subpoenas, management 
issues and customer complaints. Successful whaling attacks usually incur the greatest losses.  

II. Research Method 
To achieve the objectives stated earlier, some essential tools and techniques were required such 

as an appropriate machine learning algorithm for prediction, a programming language to design the 
machine learning algorithm, a programming language to design the email-client GUI and a database 
to store the various phishing and ham mails. These tools and techniques are described below. 

A. Machine learning Process  
Machine learning is the process of extracting knowledge from data and making predictions with 

the use of an algorithm or model in either a supervised or an unsupervised manner. In supervised 
machine learning, a set of inputs is given with their corresponding outputs from which the algorithm 
or model tries to predict future results. In an unsupervised learning on the other hand, inputs are 
given with no corresponding outputs and the algorithm tries to figure out a pattern to predict future 
behaviours. Machine learning problems are broadly categorised into classification, regression and 
clustering depending on the outcome of the desired output or result. In classification problems, the 
inputs are labelled into at least two or more discrete classes such that the algorithm has to predict 
results into one of these groups appropriately. Regression problems are different from classification 
in that the classes are continuous rather than discrete while in clustering problems, the inputs fall 
into uncategorised or unknown groups or clusters. 

Since one of the objectives of this project was to predict if a mail were a phishing or a ham, a 
supervised classification machine learning algorithm was required. A logistic regression machine 
learning algorithm was selected to achieve this as it is a linear statistical model that is commonly 
used to implement classification problems with binary outputs. It was implemented in this study 
using Python, one of the programming languages famously used for implementing machine learning 
algorithms. The distribution of python used for this project was Anaconda and it was used along 
with scikit-learn, which provides a detailed and well-documented machine learning library. After 
outlining the problem to solve and objectives to achieve, selecting the tools to use and setting up the 
environment to carry out the machine learning segment of this project, four other major  steps were 
taken as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Steps carried out in the machine learning process   

In the data preparation and processing stage, both ham and phishing mails were collected from 
the internet and personal inboxes. For each mail, the essential parts (the sender’s email address, the 
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receiver’s email address, the subject of the mail and body of the mail) needed for the feature 
extraction in the next stage were stored in columns in a text file. A binary tag (0/1) was given to 
each mail to indicate if the mail were a ham or a phishing mail. These mails were then randomly 
shuffled so that there was no fixed pattern of storing or selecting mails. The feature extraction was 
done by the JAVA segment of this project from the 100 emails collected above. Fourteen features 
that are typically characteristics of phishing mails were automatically extracted and stored in a 
comma separated value (CSV) file. A ‘1’ was used to indicate the presence of a feature while a ‘0’ 
indicated an absence of the feature. These features were collected to be used by the machine 
learning algorithm to predict a mail as ham or phishing and are briefly explained below. 
• Use of generic salutation: checks to see if a mail starts with generic salutations like ‘Dear 

User’, ‘Dear Subscriber’, ‘Dear Member’ and ‘Dear Customer’ or with simply a ‘Hi/Hello’. 
Mails that did not start with any salutation were also considered to start with a generic 
salutation. 

• Address mismatch: mails that had different sender and reply-to addresses were considered to 
have this feature.  

• Presence of a link: program checks to see if a mail contains one or more links in the mail. 
• Link length: a link length longer than 25 characters was flagged. Links that contained IP 

addresses were flagged as these are usually used to camouflage harmful links. 
• Dots: links having more than three dots were considered suspicious and flagged with a value 

of ‘1’.  
• Domains: mails having multiple domains were also flagged e.g. 

www.google.com.my_goo.gle.co.uk/login_page.jsp is a URL with multiple domain names. 
• Click URLs: links like ‘Click here’, ‘Click below’, ‘Click the following URL/link’ found in a 

mail were indicated with a ‘1’ in this column. 
• Keywords A: the program searched for words like ‘update’, ‘confirm’, ‘upgrade’ and, if 

found, this column was stored with a ‘1’.  
• Keywords B: words like ‘suspend’, ‘restrict’, ‘hold’, ‘block’, ‘lose’, ‘cancel’, ‘expire’ were 

searched in the body of the mail. If any or more were found, this mail was flagged and a ‘1’ 
was used to indicate so. 

• Keywords C: mails with words like ‘verify’ and ‘account’ were flagged. 
• Keywords D: in this group, words like ‘login’, ‘username’, ‘password’ were considered 

suspicious. 
• Keywords E: mails requesting information like ‘SSN’ (social security number), ‘bank account 

number’, ‘pin number’ and ‘credit card number’ were considered suspicious. 
• Urgent status: mails that portrayed a sense of urgency with words like ‘urgent’, ‘important’, 

‘notification’, ‘24 hours’, ‘48 hours’, ‘immediately’ and ‘14 days’ were flagged as suspicious. 
A sample of the extracted features is shown in Figure 4. After the identification and extraction of 

a phishing mail’s features, comes the testing and training stage of the machine language classifier. In 
this stage, part of the mails collected was used to train the logistic regression classifier and the other 
part was used to test the accuracy and efficiency of the classifier. The basic and simple method used 
for testing and training a classifier is to divide the data into either a 70:30, 75:25 or 80:20 test/train 
ratio.  

However, a more sophisticated test/train method was used in this project known as cross-
validation. In cross-validation, the entire dataset is divided into a number of groups called folds 
where one of the folds is used as the test set while the rest of the folds are used as the train sets. This 
test/train process is iterated for the number of folds that the dataset is divided into. This type of 
cross-validation is called k-fold cross-validation and for this study, a 10-fold cross-validation was 
used to test and train this machine learning algorithm. Hence, the dataset was divided into 10-folds 
where each fold contained 10 unique mails. The iteration process was carried out 10 times, changing 
the test and train sets each time. The predictive result is the average result of all the individual 
results gotten after every iteration.  

The accuracy of cross-validation test/train method is usually higher and better than simple test 
and train methods and that is why this method was opted for. 
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The research is aimed towards designing and implementing a plant recognition system. It is 
important to recognize plants as it can be used for medicinal, educational or herbal purposes. The 
research plan is an important part as it helps in gathering and answering important questions that are 
related to the research. The steps taken are as described below. 

After the machine learning model was tested and trained to predict results, its performance was 
evaluated to understand its degree of accuracy and efficiency. The most common performance 
metrics used and considered for this project were accuracy, precision, recall, f1-score, ROC and area 
under curve (AUC). However, to calculate these metrics, the concepts and values of true 
positives/negatives and false positives/ negatives have to be considered. 

True positives (TP) is the number of data outputs or labels that were correctly identified as 
positives (i.e. as phishing mails) by the machine learning algorithm while true negatives (FP) is the 
number of data outputs or labels that were correctly identified as negatives (i.e. as ham mails). False 
positives (FP) are instances when the classifier identified negative data outputs (i.e. ham mails) as 
positives (i.e. as phishing mails) while false negatives (FN) are instances when the classifier 
identified positive data outputs (i.e. phishing mails) as negatives (i.e. ham mails). For easier 
understanding, this is depicted using a confusion matrix in Figure 2. 

Fig. 2. Confusion matrix of phishing and ham mails   

Brief explanations of the performance evaluation metrics used in this project and their formulae 
based on the confusion matrix are given below. 

• Accuracy: is the rate of correct predictions that the machine learning classifier makes from 
its overall predictions, which is calculated using (TP+TN)/(TP + FP+FN+TN)  

• Specificity or true negative rate (TNR): is the measure of the correctly identified true 
negatives by the classifier from all possible negatives and it is calculated by TN/(TN + FP) 

• Precision (P) or positive predictive value (PPV): is a measure of number of times that the 
true positives predicted is right, calculated using TP/(TP+FP) 

• Recall (R), sensitivity or true positive rate (TPR): is the measure of the correctly identified 
true positives by the classifier from all possible positives and is calculated using TP/(TP+FN) 

• F1-score, f-score or f-measure is a measure of the accuracy of the test and is also known as 
the harmonic mean of precision and recall. It is calculated using 2(P*R)/(P+R) 

• ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve is a statistical graph that is achieved by 
plotting TPR against FPR (false positive rate) also known as fall-out or false alarm. FPR is a 
measure of incorrectly predicted positives from all possible negatives (or 1 specificity) as shown: 
FP/(TN+FP) AUC: goes hand-in-hand with ROC and is computed by calculating the area under the 
ROC curve. It is a numerical measure of the overall performance of the classifier. A value above 0.5 
is considered better than guessing while anything less than that is worse. 

The results of the evaluation of the classifier using these metrics are discussed in section 4. A 
GUI was used to act as an interface between the system and a user. It was designed to emulate a 
simplified real life email-client interface with custom features such as ‘previous’, ‘next’, ‘mark as 
phish’, ‘mark as genuine’ and ‘extract features’. It was designed with the use of JAVA, a high level 
programming language, which was selected because of a number of reasons such as its ease of use, 
its cross-platform compatibility, high performance, rich tool palette for design, good user support 
and documentation. 

An instance of the GUI is shown in Figure 3, which displays one of the 100 mails used in this 
study. The ‘from’ and ’reply-to’ textboxes show the email addresses of the sender and receiver of 
the current mail in view respectively, the ‘subject’ textbox shows the subject of the mail, the text 
area displays the content of the mail, the ‘previous’ and ‘next’ buttons are for navigating between 
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mails, the textbox at the bottom of the window shows the number of the mail shown, the ‘go’ button 
is used to navigate to a different mail when a number is put in the previous textbox, the ‘mark as 
phish’ and ‘mark as genuine’ buttons were used to mark the current mail as either phish or ham. 
These buttons were provided to collect feedbacks from both expert and non-expert users on phishing 
for all 100 mails.  

These feedbacks were stored in a CSV file for analysis purpose which are further discussed in 
section  

 
Fig. 3. Confusion matrix of phishing and ham mails   

Fig. 4. Confusion matrix of phishing and ham mails   

The ‘extract features’ buttons were used to retrieve all the mail features used for this study, 
which were stored in a CSV file as shown in Figure 4. 

The three components (database of files, GUI and machine learning classifier) described above 
were all designed and integrated to work together as a single unit to achieve the objectives of this 
study. The database consisted of the files that held the emails used for the study. These files were 
fed to the GUI, which provided the user interface and also to the classifier to carry out analysis. The 
JAVA segment extracted features, stored them in the database, which was then used to test and train 
the classifier. Feedbacks from users on their opinion on the type of mails they were viewing were 
collected through the GUI and saved in the database.  

These results were then used in conjunction with the prediction of the classifier for comparison 
purposes. Upon detection of a phishing mail, the GUI alerts the user of the suspected features of the 
email. For easy understanding, brief characteristic outlines and diagrammatic relationships of the 
various components designed and implemented in this project are shown in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5. Relationships between the different components of this project    

III. Analysist and Result 

A. Confusion Matrix   
The confusion matrix comprising true positives, false negatives, false positives and true 

negatives was determined for predictions gotten from the classifier, the expert user and the three 
non-expert users by comparing them to the actual truth values of the emails i.e. if ham or phishing. 
Figure 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) show the confusion matrices of the predictions made by the expert user, 
non-expert users and the classifier respectively. In the figure, the rows represent the reference class 
while the columns represent the predicted class. 0 and 1 stand for ham and phish respectively.  

From the confusion matrices; 
• False positives alert the system of a phishing mail when the mail is not one resulting into 

false alarms. These errors may have drawbacks like excessive alerts for processing and sidelining 
legit mails. 

• False negatives are the worst kind of errors as the predictions identify phishing mails as ham 
meaning the higher this value is, the higher the likelihood of falling victim to a phishing mail. Using 
the formula, FN/(TP+FN) to calculate the false negative rate (FNR), it can be seen that the expert 
user has an FNR of 2%, non-expert users have an FNR between 20%-36% and the classifier has a 
0% FNR. 

 
Fig. 6. Confusion matrices of phishing and ham mails   
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B. Accuracy   
The accuracy of predictions signifies how often the correct predictions are made i.e. true 

positives and true negatives. Thus, the higher the true negative and true positive values in a 
confusion matrix, the higher the accuracy of the overall prediction. From the confusion matrices in 
Figure 6, the computed prediction accuracies of the expert user is 91%, of the three non-expert users 
are 73%, 68% and 77% respectively and 100% for the classifier. 

C. Precision, Recall, F-1 Score   
Recall is used to determine how often true positive predictions are made out of all the actual 

positives in the sample while precision is the measure of the correctness of the predictions when true 
positives are predicted. F1-score is the mean of recall and precision values. Figure 7(a), 7(b) and 
7(c) show the precision, recall and F-scores of the predictions made by the expert user, three non-
expert users and the classifier.  

D. ROC and AUC   
ROC curve is a visual way of viewing the performance of a classifier. It is obtained by plotting 

the rate of making true positive predictions to the rate of making false positive predictions. The ROC 
curves of the expert user predictions, three non-expert user predictions and classifier predictions 
were all combined into a single graph for easy and clear comparisons as shown in Figure 8. The 
AUC is the area under curve and the value ranges between 0 to 1. The closer the value is to 1, the 
better the performance of the classifier considered. The AUC values are also shown in the legend of 
Figure 8. 

E. Reading and Writing to Files   
In the design, there were numerous times when there was a need to access the database of files 

e.g. when feedbacks from the users were to be saved, when the mails from the files needed to be fed 
into the GUI and when phishing features of mails extracted by the programme needed to be stored in 
Features.CSV file.   

F. After a GUI Phishing Mail Alert   
After a possible phishing mail is predicted by the designed programme, an alert is issued to the 

user warning against the phishing mail and the possible phishing features that are contained in the 
mail. An example of when such a warning occurs is given in Figure 9. This warning occurs 
whenever a phishing mail is opened or viewed. 

From the above results, it can be seen that the classifier has the best predictions compared to the 
expert and non-expert users. This shows that a machine learning classifier is very essential and   
useful in the application of detecting phishing mails as it minimises chances of falling victim to 
phishing attacks. It also demonstrates that an average user with little or no information technology 
(IT) knowledge or expertise will be at least 20% prone to phishing attacks. It can also be seen that 
the user with expert knowledge on phishing has a lesser chance of falling victim to phishing attacks 
compared to non-expert users. It can therefore be confidently said that the more educated and trained 
a person is on phishing mails and attacks, the better the person is equipped against these attacks and 
the lesser his/her chance of falling victim.  
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Fig. 7.  Precision, recall and f1-score of predictions   

 
Fig. 8. ROC and AUC for predictions made by the expert user, three non-expert users and classifier  
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Fig. 9. Warning issued when a possible phishing is suspected    

IV. Conclusion 
This study was carried out on one of the ever present and growing cybercrimes of this world 

known as phishing to address the current concerns of researchers and cyber security personnel, 
which are ways and techniques to phishing detection and understanding the human factor in 
phishing. This study thus, encompassed two main objectives, which were to detect a phishing mail 
with the prediction of a machine learning algorithm and also to study the ability of users to detect 
phishing mails successfully in relation to the predicting classifier. The responses or predictions of 
the classifier and users were categorised as true positives, false positives, true negatives and false 
negatives. These results were studied to compute the accuracies and efficiencies of the classifier and 
user predictions. For a phishing detection design, it is important that the false negative rate should be 
minimal as a higher rate indicates that more phishing attempts and attacks are going to go 
undetected and predicted as ham. The study showed that the machine learning algorithm had the 
lowest FNR of 0% meaning no phishing email was undetected. The expert   user’s prediction 
showed an impressive low FNR of 2% while the non-expert user predictions ranged between a high 
20-36%. The study also showed a 100% overall prediction accuracy by the classifier and a very high 
91% prediction accuracy by the expert user while the prediction accuracy of the non-expert users 
ranged between 68-77%. The null error rate of this classifier was 0.5 or 50%, which is the 
probability of being wrong if the majority of the class is always predicted (equal number of   
phishing and ham mails used for the experiment). The higher the value of a prediction from this 
value, the better the predicting mechanism. Comparing the accuracies to this null error rate, it can be 
seen that the non-expert users had a poor prediction capability. Hence, it could be deduced that a 
user’s phishing prediction capability improves with the user’s anti-phishing knowledge. The study 
also showed that an automated prediction for new and future mails had the highest accuracy and 
efficiency. All these results help to highlight and justify the need for automated phishing detection 
techniques and also the need to educate and train users on anti-phishing. 
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